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We study the complexity of Fredholm problems .I − Tk/u D f of the
second kind on the Id D [0; 1]d , where Tk is an integral operator with ker-
nel k. Previous work on the complexity of this problem has assumed either
that we had complete information about k or that k and f had the same
smoothness. In addition, most of this work has assumed that the informa-
tion about k and f was exact. In this paper, we assume that k and f have
different smoothness; more precisely, we assume that f 2 Wr;p.Id/ with
r > d=p and that k 2 Ws;1.I 2d/ with s > 0. In addition, we assume that
our information about k and f is contaminated by noise. We find that the
nth minimal error is 2.n− C /, where  D minfr=d; s=.2d/g and  is a
bound on the noise. We prove that a noisy modified finite element method
has nearly minimal error. This algorithm can be efficiently implemented us-
ing multigrid techniques. We thus find tight bounds on the "-complexity for
this problem. These bounds depend on the cost c./ of calculating a -noisy
information value. As an example, if the cost of a -noisy evaluation is pro-
portional to −t , then the "-complexity is roughly .1="/tC1=.
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1 Introduction
We are interested in the worst case complexity of solving Fredholm problems of
the second kind
.I − Tk/u D f (1)




k.; y/v.y/ dy 8 v 2 Lp.I d/
for a continuous kernel function k : I d  I d ! R. Here, p 2 [1;1], and error is
measured in the Lp.I d/-norm.
Previous work on this problem has either assumed that we have had complete
information about k, or that k and f have had the same smoothness, see, e.g., [5],
[6], [8], [10], [14], [15, Sec. 6.3], and the references contained therein.
What happens when we weaken these assumptions? There are two issues to
deal with. First, we want to know where smoothness counts the most for Fredholm
problems, as we did in [16] for two-point boundary value problems. That is, we
would like to know which is more important—the smoothness of the kernel or of
the right-hand side—in determining the complexity. In addition, note that (with
the exception of [8]) the references listed above have all assumed that the available
information is exact. But in practice, information evaluations are often contami-
nated by noise [11]. Hence we wish to know how noisy information affects the
complexity, as well as which algorithms are optimal when the information is noisy.
In this paper, we study the worst case complexity of Fredholm problems under
the following assumptions:
1. The right-hand side f belongs to the unit ball of Wr;p.I d/, with r > d=p.
2. The kernel k belongs to a ball of Ws;1.I 2d/, and I − Tk is an invertible
operator on Lp.I d/.
3. Only noisy standard information is available. That is, for any x; y 2 I d , we
can only calculate f .x/ or k.x; y/ with error at most , where  2 [0; 1] is a
known noise level.
We are able to determine rn./, the nth minimal radius of -noisy information,
i.e., the minimal error when we use n evaluations with a noise level of . We find
that1
rn./  n− C 
1In this paper, we use 4, <, and  to denote O-, -, and 2-relations.
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Moreover, we describe an algorithm using n evaluations with noise level  that
is a nearly-minimal error algorithm. This algorithm is a modified finite element
method (MFEM) using noisy information. The modification consists of replacing
the kernel k and the right-hand side f that would appear in the “pure” finite el-
ement method by their piecewise-polynomial interpolants. Hence this algorithm
uses noisy standard information, rather than continuous linear information. We
shall refer to this algorithm as the “noisy MFEM.” This is, of course, a bit of a mis-
nomer, since the algorithm isn’t noisy (only the information is noisy); but “noisy
MFEM” is more succinct than “MFEM using noisy information.”
We also analyze the cost of the noisy MFEM. Let c./ denote the cost of evalu-
ating a function with a noise level . Then the information cost of this algorithm is
c./ n.
Let us now discuss the combinatory cost of the noisy MFEM. This algorithm
requires the solution of an n  n linear system .A − B/u D f. Here, A is the Gram
matrix of the finite element space, B depends on the kernel k and f depends on the
right-hand side f . If we were considering only a single fixed kernel k, then we
could precompute the LU-decomposition of the nonsingular matrix A − B, since
this is independent of any particular f . We could then ignore the cost of this
precomputation, considering it as a fixed overhead, since it need only be done once.
Even so, the combinatory cost of our algorithm would be 2.n2/, since the factors
of the LU-decomposition of A − B are dense n n triangular matrices. Of course,
things are much worse for our problem, since both the right-hand sides f and the
kernels k are varying. Clearly, the factorization of A − B is no longer independent
of the problem element being considered, and so we would not be able to ignore
the O.n3/-cost of this factorization. Hence, we see that the combinatory cost of
the noisy MFEM would overwhelm the information cost as n grows large.
We can overcome this difficulty by using a two-grid implementation of the
noisy MFEM. This algorithm has the same order of error as the original noisy
MFEM, and its combinatory cost is O.n/. Hence, we can calculate the two-grid
approximation using 2.n/ arithmetic operations, which is optimal.
Using these results, we can determine tight bounds on the "-complexity of the
Fredholm problem. There exist positive constants C1, C2, and C3, independent










and from above by









These upper bounds are attained by two-grid implementations of the noisy modi-
fied FEM, with  chosen to minimize the right-hand sides of the upper bound.







Thus we have found sharp bounds on the "-complexity.
How much do we lose when we go from exact information to noisy informa-
tion? Suppose once again that c./ D −t for some t  0. Since exact information
is merely noisy information with t D 0, we see that the complexity for exact infor-
mation is proportional to c.1="/1=, where c is the cost of one function evaluation.
For the sake of comparison, let us write the complexity for noisy information as
.1="/1=0 , where
0 D   1
1 C t :
Note that since the information is noisy, we have t > 0, and so 0 < . Hence we
see that the complexity of our problem using noisy information of smoothness .r; s/
is the same as the complexity using exact information of lesser smoothness .r 0; s0/,
where r 0 D r=.1 C t/ and s0 D s=.1 C t/.
We now outline the rest of this paper. In Section 2, we precisely describe the
problem to be solved. In Section 3, we prove a lower bound on the minimal er-
ror using noisy information. It is easy to find a matching upper bound using the
general approach of interpolatory algorithms. However, this approach does not ad-
dress the issue of combinatory cost. Since the problem is nonlinear, it is unclear
whether there exists an interpolatory algorithm with (roughly) linear combinatory
cost. The remainder of this paper deals with showing that such an algorithm ex-
ists, and is given as a two-grid implementation of a noisy modified finite element
method (noisy MFEM). In Section 4, we define some useful finite element spaces,
which are used in Section 5 to define the noisy MFEM. In Section 6, we establish
an error bound for the noisy MFEM. In Section 7, we show that the noisy MFEM is a
minimal error algorithm. In Section 8, we describe the two-grid implementation of
the noisy MFEM, showing that its error is essentially the same as the noisy MFEM
itself, and that its combinatory cost is essentially optimal. Finally, in Section 9, we
determine the "-complexity of the noisy Fredholm problem.
4
2 Problem description
In this section, we precisely describe the class of Fredholm problems whose solu-
tions we wish to approximate.
For an ordered ring R, we shall let RC and RCC respectively denote the non-
negative and positive elements of R. Hence (for example), ZC denotes the set of
natural numbers (non-negative integers), whereas ZCC denotes the set of strictly
positive integers. For a normed linear space X , we let BX denote the unit ball
of X . We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard concepts and nota-
tions involving Sobolev norms and spaces, as found in, e.g., [3].
We are given d 2 ZCC and p 2 [1;1], as well as real numbers r and s
satisfying r > d=p and s > 0. Hence, the Sobolev space Wr;p.I d/ is embedded in
the space C.I d/ of continuous functions, and Ws;1.I 2d/ is embedded in C.I 2d/,
by the Sobolev embedding theorem.




k.x; y/v.y/ dy 8 x 2 I d:
The operator Tk is compact, see, e.g., [4, pg. 518], and hence I −Tk is an invertible
operator on Lp.I d/ iff 1 is not an eigenvalue of Tk.
We are now ready to describe our class of problem elements. We first describe
the class of kernels k. Let c1 > 0 and c2 > 1 be given. Then we let K D Kc1;c2
denote the class of all functions k 2 Ws;1.I 2d/ such that
kkkWs;1.I 2d/  c1
and
k.I − Tk/−1kLin[Lp.Id/]  c2:
Here, k  kLin[X ] is the usual operator norm. The class of right-hand sides will be
BWr;p.I d/. Finally, we let
F D BWr;p.I d/  K :
be our class of problem elements.
We are now ready to define our solution operator S : F ! Lp.I d/ as
S.[f; k]/ D .I − Tk/−1f 8 [f; k] 2 F:
Hence u D S.[f; k]/ is the solution of (1) for [f; k] 2 F .
We wish to calculate approximate solutions to this problem, using noisy stan-
dard information. To be specific, we will be using uniformly sup-norm-bounded
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noise. Our notation and terminology is essentially that of [11], although we some-
times use modifications found in [12].
Let  2 [0; 1] be a noise level. For [f; k] 2 F , we calculate -noisy information
z D [z1; : : : ; zn.z/]
about [f; k]. Here, for each index i 2 f1; : : : ; n.z/g, either
jzi − f .xi/j   for xi 2 I d ,
or
jzi − k.xi; yi/j   for .xi; yi/ 2 I 2d .
The choice of whether to evaluate k or f at the ith sample point, as well as the
choice of the ith sample point itself, may be determined either nonadaptively or
adaptively. Moreover, the information is allowed to be of varying cardinality.
For [f; k] 2 F , we let N.[f; k]/ denote the set of all such -noisy informa-





denote the set of all possible noisy information values. Then an algorithm using
the noisy information N is a mapping  : Z ! Lp.I d/.
Remark. Note that the permissible information consists of function values of f
and k. One could allow the evaluation of derivatives as well. We restrict ourselves
to function values alone, since this simplifies the exposition. There is no loss of
generality in doing this, since the results of this paper also hold if derivative evalu-
ations are allowed.
We want to solve the Fredholm problem in the worst case setting. This means
that the cardinality of information N is given as
card N D sup
z2Z
n.z/





kS.[f; k]/ − .z/kLp.Id/:
As usual, we will need to know the minimal error achievable by algorithms
using specific information, as well as by algorithms using information of specified
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cardinality. Let n 2 ZC and  2 [0; 1]. If N is -noisy information of cardinality




is the radius of information, i.e., the minimal error among all algorithms using
given information N. An algorithm  using N is said to be an optimal error
algorithm2 if
e.;N/  r.N/;
the proportionality constant being independent of n and . The nth minimal radius
rn./ D inff r.N/ : card N  n g;
is the minimal error among all algorithms using -noisy information of cardinality
at most n. Noisy information Nn; of cardinality n such that
r.Nn;/  rn./;
the proportionality factor being independent of both n and , is said to be nth
optimal information. An optimal error algorithm using nth optimal information is
said to be an nth minimal error algorithm.
Next, we describe our model of computation. We will use the model found
in [11, Section 2.9]. (However, note that in the present paper, the accuracy  is
the same for all noisy observations, whereas  may differ from one observation to
another in [11].) Here are the most important features of this model:
1. For any x 2 I d and any f 2 Wr;p.I d/, the cost of calculating a -noisy value
of f .x/ is c./.
2. For any .x; y/ 2 I 2d and any k 2 K , the cost of calculating a -noisy value
of k.x; y/ is c./.
3. Real arithmetic operations and comparisons are done exactly, with unit cost.
Here, the cost function c : RC ! RCC is nonincreasing.
For any noisy information N and any algorithm  using N , we shall let
cost.;N/ denote the worst case cost of computing .z/.x/ for z 2 Z and x 2 I d .
We can decompose this as follows. Let
costinfo.N/ D sup
z2Z
fcost of computing zg
2In this paper, we ignore constant multiplicative factors in our definitions of optimality. The more
fastidious may use the term “quasi-optimal” if they desire.
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denote the worst case information cost. Note that if N is information of cardinal-
ity n, then
costinfo.N/  c./ n:
Here, equality holds for nonadaptive information, but strict inequality can hold for
adaptive information, since we must be concerned with the cost of choosing each





fcost of computing .z/.x/, given z 2 Zg
denote the worst case combinatory cost. Then
cost.;N/  costinfo.N/ C costcomb.;N/:
Now that we have defined the error and cost of an algorithm, we can finally
define the complexity of our problem. We shall say that
comp."/ D inff cost.;N/ : N and  such that e.;N/  " g
is the "-complexity of our problem. An algorithm  using noisy information N for
which
e.;N/  " and cost.;N/  comp."/;
the proportionality factor being independent of both  and ", is said to be an optimal
algorithm.
3 Lower bounds
In this section, we prove a lower bound on the nth minimal error using -noisy
information.









There is a constant M0, independent of n and , such that
rn./  M0.n− C /
for all n 2 ZC and  2 [0; 1].
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Proof. We first claim that
rn./ < n−r=d C : (3)
Indeed, since T0 D 0, we find that S.[f; 0]/ D f for all f 2 Wr;p.I d/. Thus APP,
the problem of approximating functions from BWr;p.I d/ in the Lp.I d/-norm, is a
special instance of our problem, and so
rn./  rn.I APP/;
the latter denoting the nth minimal radius of -noisy information for APP. Clearly
rn.I APP/  rn.0I APP/: (4)
Moreover,
rn.0I APP/ < n−r=d;
see, e.g., [9, pg. 34]. Hence
rn.I APP/ < n−r=d: (5)
Thus, to establish (3), we only need to prove that
rn.I APP/ < : (6)
Let N be noisy information of cardinality at most n. By the results in [11, Chapter
2.7], there exists nonadpative information Nnon of cardinality l0 such that
r.NI APP/  12r.Nnon I APP/:
By [11, Lemma 2.8.2],
r.Nnon I APP/ < :
Hence
r.NI APP/ < :
Since N is arbitrary information of cardinality at most n, we find that (6) holds.
Using (4)–(6), we find that (3) holds, as claimed.
We now claim that
rn.0/ < n−s=2d (7)
holds. Our approach follows that outlined in [5, pp. 260–261].
Let
1 2 .c−12 ; 1/ and k0 D min







f   1 and k  k0:
Now
kkkWs;1.I 2d/ D k0 < c1: (8)
It is easy to see that
kTkkLin[Lp.Id/]  kkkC.I 2d/ 8 k 2 K : (9)
In particular, we have
kTkkLin[Lp.Id /]  k0 < 1;
so that
k.I − Tk/−1kLin[Lp.Id/] 
1
1 − k0  1c2 < c2: (10)
From (8) and (10), we see that k 2 K . Since it is clear that f  2 BWr;p.I d/, we
find that [f ; k] 2 F .
Let N be noiseless information of cardinality at most n. Then we may write
N.[f ; k]/ D [z1; : : : ; zl]
for some l  n, where each zi is an evaluation of either f  or k. Suppose that
there are l0 evaluations of k. Without loss of generality, we may assume that that
these evaluations have the form
zi D k.xi; yi/ .1  i  l0/:
From [2] (see also [9, pg. 34]), we can find a function w 2 BWs;1.I 2d/ such that
0  w.x; y/  k0 8 x; y 2 I d;
w.xi; yi/ D 0 .1  i  l0/;
kwkWs;1.I 2d/ D 1;Z
I 2d
w.x; y/ dx dy  2
.l0/s=2d
;
where 2 is a positive constant that is independent of the points .xi; yi/ and of l0.
Let
3 D minf.1 − 1/c1; 1 − c−12 − k0g:
Note that since 1 < 1 and k0  1−.1c2/−1, we have k0 < 1−c−12 , and so 3 > 0.
We define
k D k0 C 3w:
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We claim that k 2 K . Indeed, we have
kkkWs;1.I 2d/  kk0kWs;1.I 2d/ C 3kwkWs;1.I 2d/ D k0 C 3
 1c1 C 3  c1:
Moreover,
kTkkLin[Lp.Id/]  kTk0kLin[Lp.Id/] C 3kTwkLin[Lp.Id/]  k0 C 3 < 1; (11)
and thus
k.I − Tk/−1kLin[Lp.Id /] 
1
1 − .k0 C 3/  c2:
Hence, k 2 K .
Letting f   1, we let
u D S.[f ; k]/ and u D S.[f ; k]/:
Since
[f ; k]; [f ; k] 2 F with N.[f ; k]/ D N.[f ; k]/;
we have
r.N/  12ku − ukLp.Id/; (12)
see, e.g., [13, pp. 45, 49].
We claim that u > 1 on I d . Indeed, since (11) holds, the Neumann series






converges in Lin[Lp.I d/]. Now
T
j
k D Tkj forj  1;
where fkj g1jD1 is defined inductively as
kj .x; y/ D
8<
:
k.x; y/ if j D 1;Z
I d
k.x; t/ kj−1.t; y/ dt if j  2










By induction, we find that
kj .x; y/  kj0 8 x; y 2 I d;8j  1;
and thus for x 2 I d , we have












1 − k0 > 1;
as claimed.
Hence
u.x/ − u.x/ D k0
Z
I d








[u.x/ − u.x/] dx D 3
Z
I 2d














[u.x/ − u.x/] dx  .1 − k0/ku − ukLp.Id/:
Using the last two inequalities and (12), we get
r.N/  23
2.1 − k0/ns=2d :
Since N is arbitrary information of cardinality at most n, the inequality (7) holds,
as claimed.
From (3), we see that
rn./ < ;
which, together with (7), implies that
rn./ < n−s=2d C :
The theorem now follows immediately from this inequality and (3).
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4 Some finite element spaces
Now that we have a lower bound on the nth minimal radius for our problem, the
next task will be to find a matching upper bond and an nth minimal error algorithm.
This algorithm will be a modified finite element method using noisy information.
Before describing the algorithm, we need to define some finite element spaces.
In what follows, our notation is based on the standard one found in, e.g., [3]
and [15, Chapter 5].





 : x 2 K

denote the polynomials of degree at most m in each variable, with the domain
restricted to K. Here, we recall that x D x11 : : : xdd for any multi-index  D
.1; : : : ; d/. Clearly Qm.K/ is a function space over K, with
dim Qm.K/ D .m C 1/d :
In particular, we note that the space Qm.I d/ has a basis fOs1; : : : ; Osag consisting of







; .0  i  m/
be the usual one-dimensional Lagrange basis polynomials, where 0 < O1 <    <
Om < 1. Let f.i/g.mC1/
d
iD1 be an enumeration of the multi-indices  2 .ZC/d satisfy-
ing max1jd j  m; we write .i/ D ..i/1 ; : : : ; .i/d /. We can set
















Then fOs1; : : : ; Os.mC1/d g is a basis for Qm.I d/ such that
Osj . Oxi/ D i;j for 1  i; j  .m C 1/d:
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Ov. Oxi/Osi 8 Ov 2 C.I d/:
Now let K be a cube in Rd whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes.
Then K can be written as the image of I d under an affine bijection FK : I d ! K
having the form
FK. Ox/ D hK Ox C bK 8 Ox 2 I d;
where hK is the length of any side of K and bK is the element in K closest to the ori-
gin, i.e., the smallest corner of K. We get a basis fs1;K; : : : ; s.mC1/d ;Kg for Qm.K/
by taking
sj;K D Osj B F−1K ;
that is,




for 1  j  .m C 1/d . Defining
xj;K D FK. Oxj / for 1  j  .m C 1/d ;
we find that
sj;K.xi;K/ D i;j for 1  i; j  .m C 1/d:
Associated with the polynomial space Qm.K/, we have an interpolation operator




v.xj;K/sj;K 8 v 2 C.K/;
so that
.5Kv/.x/ D . O5 Ov/. Ox/ for Ov D v B FK and Ox D F−1K .x/:
We are finally ready to define finite element spaces. Choose h > 0 such that
1=h is an integer. Let Qh be a decomposition of I d into congruent cubes whose




v−! R : v

K
2 Qm.K/ for K 2 Qh
o
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is our finite element space. Note that since jQhj D h−d , we have






We now construct a basis fs1; : : : ; snhg for Qh. Let bK1; : : : ; bKh−d be an enumera-
tion of the points fbKgK2Qh by lexicographic ordering. This induces an enumera-
tion K1; : : : ; Kh−d of the cubes K 2 Qh. We then let
sh−d .i−1/Cj D si;Kj for 1  j  h−d ; 1  i  .m C 1/d ;
with each si;K being extended from K to I d as being zero outside K. Analogously,
we let
xh−d .i−1/Cj D xi;Kj for 1  j  h−d; 1  i  .m C 1/d :
We then find that
sj .xi/ D i;j for 1  i; j  nh:
Associated with the finite element space Sh, we have an interpolation operator
5h : C.I




5Kv 8 v 2 C.I d/;





v.xj /sj 8 v 2 C.I d/:
We have a second interpolation operator 5h⊗h : C.I 2d/ ! Sh ⊗ Sh, defined as








v.xi; xj /sj .y/si .x/
for x; y 2 I d and v 2 C.I 2d/.
Remark. In the sequel, we shall often write si;h and xj;h rather than si and xj , to
indicate their dependence on h.
We now present some standard error estimates, which will be useful in the
sequel.
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Lemma 4.1. Let t  0 and q 2 [1;1]. There exists M1 > 0 such that the
following hold:
1. Let v 2 Wt;q.I d/. Then
kv − 5hvkLq.Id/  M1hminfmC1;tgkvkWt;q .I d/:
2. Let w 2 Wt;q.I 2d/. Then
kw − 5h⊗hwkLq.I 2d/  M1hminfmC1;tgkwkWt;q .I 2d/:





 : x 2 K

denote the polynomials of total degree at most m. Since Pm.I d/  Qm.I d/, we
see that O5 Ov D Ov for all v 2 Pm.I d/. Hence the local estimates of [3, pp. 118–122]
hold. Since there are no inter-element continuity relations to deal with, the global
estimates of [3] hold as well. This suffices to establish the lemma.
Let h > 0. Recall that the mapping Ph : L2.I d/ ! L2.I d/, defined as
hPhv;wi D hv;wi 8 v 2 L2.I d/; w 2 Sh; (14)









denoting the exponent conjugate to p. It is well-known that Ph is a self-adjoint
operator with range Sh and unit norm. The next lemma shows that fPhgh>0 is
uniformly bounded in the other Lq.I d/-norms.
Lemma 4.2. Let q 2 [1;1]. There exists q > 0 such that for any h > 0,
kPhvkLq.Id /  qkvkLq.Id/ 8 v 2 Lq.I d/:
Proof. See, e.g., [15, pp. 177-178], and the references cited therein.
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5 The noisy modified FEM
We now define the noisy modified finite element method (noisy MFEM). This is
an algorithm using information consisting of noisy function evaluations. As men-
tioned in the Introduction, it would be somewhat more accurate to describe this
method as the “MFEM using noisy information,” but the conciseness of “noisy
MFEM” outweighs its mild inaccuracy.
The easiest way to describe the noisy MFEM is by following three steps. First,
we describe the pure finite element method, which uses inner product information.
Next, we describe the noise-free MFEM, which uses noise-free standard informa-
tion. Finally, we describe the noisy MFEM, which uses noisy standard information.
We first recall how the pure finite element method is defined. Let [f; k] 2 F
and h > 0. Then the pure finite element method (pure FEM) consists of finding
uh 2 Sh such that
B.uh;wI k/ D hf;wi 8 w 2 Sh;
where
B.v;wI k/ D h.I − Tk/v;wi 8 v 2 Lp.I d/; w 2 Lp0.I d/:
Alternatively, we have





j sj;h.x/ 8 x 2 I d;
then we see that the vector u D [1; : : : ; nh ]T is the solution of the linear system
.A − B/u D f ;
where
ai;j D hsj;h; si;hi and bi;j D hTksj:h; si;hi for 1  i; j  nh
and
f D [hf; s1;hi : : : hf; snh;hi]T :
Of course, the pure FEM requires the calculation of hf; sii and hTksj ; sii. These
are weighted integrals of f and k. Since we are only using (noisy) standard infor-
mation, such information about f and k is not available to us. Instead, we replace
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f and k by their interpolants. This gives us an approximation, the modified MFEM,
that uses only standard information.
More precisely, let h; Nh > 0. For [f; k] 2 F , we define
B Nh.v;wI k/ D B.v;wI5 Nh⊗Nhk/ 8 v 2 Lp.I d/; w 2 Lp0.I d/
and let
fh.w/ D h5hf;wi 8 w 2 Lp0.I d/:




k.xi; Nh; xj; Nh/hsj; Nh; vihsi; Nh;wi;
so that
B Nh.v;wI k/ D hv;wi −
nhX
i;jD1





f .xj;h/hsj;h; wi 8 w 2 Lp0.I d/:
The modified finite element method (MFEM) consists of finding uh; Nh 2 Sh such that





j sj;h.x/ 8 x 2 I d;
then we see that the vector u D [1; : : : ; nh ]T is the solution of the linear system
.A − B/u D f:
Here
ai;j D hsj;h; si;hi and bi;j D hT5 Nh⊗Nhksj;h; si;hi for 1  i; j  nh;
and
f D [fh.s1;h/ : : : fh.snh;h/]T :
Of course, the MFEM uses noise-free information. If we allow noisy evaluations
in the MFEM, we get the noisy MFEM. More precisely, let h; Nh;  > 0. For [f; k] 2
F , we calculate
Qfi; 2 R such that jf .xi;h/ − Qfi;j   for 1  i  nh;
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and











For k 2 K , define a bilinear form B Nh;.; I k/ approximating B Nh.; I k/ as
B Nh;.v;wI k/ D hv − TkI Nh;v;wi 8 v 2 Lp.I d/; w 2 Lp0.I d/
and a linear form fh; approximating fh as
fh;.w/ D h5h;f;wi 8 w 2 Lp0.I d/:
The noisy modified finite element method (noisy MFEM) consists of finding uh; Nh; 2
Sh such that





j sj;h.x/ 8 x 2 I d;
we see that the vector u D [1; : : : ; nh ]T is the solution of the linear system
.A − B/u D f: (15)
Here
ai;j D hsj;h; si;hi and bi;j D hTkI Nh;sj;h; si;hi for 1  i; j  nh;
and
f D [fh;.s1;h/ : : : fh;.snh;h/]T :
Let
Nh; Nh;.[f; k]/ D [Nh;.f /;N Nh;.k/];
where
Nh;.f / D [ Qf1;; : : : ; Qfnh;]
19
and
N Nh;.k/ D [N
.1/






Nh;.k/ D [ Qki;1;; : : : ; Qki;n Nh;] for 1  i  n Nh:
If uh; Nh; is well-defined, then we can write
















 Nh −2d C h−d:
6 Error analysis of the noisy modified FEM
In this section, we establish an error bound for the noisy modified FEM. We do this
as follows. First, we establish the uniform weak coercivity of the bilinear forms
B.; I k/ for k 2 K . Once we know that the bilinear forms are uniformly weakly
coercive, we can obtain an error estimate by using Strang’s lemma (see below). The
remaining task is then to estimate the various terms appearing in Strang’s lemma.
So, the first task is to establish uniform weak coercivity. Before doing so, we
establish two auxiliary lemmas.








Recall that the adjoint of a linear transformation A : Lp.I d/ ! Lp.I d/ of normed
linear spaces is the linear operator A : Lp0.I d/ ! Lp0.I d/ satisfying
hAv;wi D hv;Awi 8 v 2 Lp.I d/; w 2 Lp0.I d/:
In particular, for any k 2 K , we have
.T k w/.y/ D
Z
I d
k.x; y/w.x/ dx 8 w 2 Lp0.I d/:
Lemma 6.1. Let h 2 .0; h0] and k 2 K . Then I −T 5h⊗hk is invertible on Lp0.I d/,
with
k.I − T 5h⊗hk/−1kLin[Lp0 .I d/]  2 c2:
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Proof. Let h 2 .0; h0] and k 2 K . Note that since .A/−1 D .A−1/ for any
invertible linear transformation A, we find that I − T k is invertible and
k.I − T k /−1kLin[Lp0 .I d/]  c2:
Let us write
I − T 5h⊗hk D .I − T k / C T k−5h⊗hk:
From (9) and Lemma 4.1, along with the definition of the class K , we find
kT k−5h⊗hkkLin[Lp0 .I d/]  kk − 5h⊗hkkL1.I 2d/  M1hminfmC1;sgkkkWs;1.I 2d/





kT k−5h⊗hkkLin[Lp0 .I d/]k.I − T k /−1kLin[Lp0 .I d/] 
1
2 c2
 c2 D 12 :
From this inequality and [7, Lemma 1.3.14] we see that I − T 5h⊗hk is invertible,
with
k.I − T 5h⊗hk/−1kLin[Lp0 .I d/] 
k.I − T k /−1kLin[Lp0 .I d/]
1 − kT k−5h⊗hkkLin[Lp0 .I d/]k.I − T k /−1kLin[Lp0 .I d/]
 2 c2;
as required.
Remark. Note that T 5h⊗hk : Sh ! Sh. Hence if h 2 .0; h0], the mapping I −
T 5h⊗hk is an invertible linear operator on Sh.
Our second auxiliary lemma shows that certain inner products can be bounded
from below by products of norms.
Lemma 6.2. Let v 2 Lp.I d/ be nonzero. For any  2 .0; kvkLp.Id//, there is a
nonzero function g 2 Lp0.I d/ such that
hv; gi  .kvkLp.Id/ − /kgkLp0 .I d /:
Proof. Suppose first that p < 1. Let g D .sgn v/jvjp−1. Then g is nonzero, with
hv; gi D kvkLp.Id/kgkLp0 .I d/;
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which is a stronger result than that which we want to prove. Hence it only remains
to show that the lemma holds when p D 1. We use an idea found on [1, pg. 26].
For  2 .0; kvkL1.I d//, let
E D f x 2 I d : jv.x/j > kvkL1.I d / −  g:
From the definition of the essential supremum, meas E > 0. Let g D .sgn v/E be









jv.x/j dx  .kvkL1.I d/ − / meas E D .kvkL1.I d/ − /kgkL1.I d/:




denote the exponent conjugate to p. We are now ready to prove uniform weak
coercivity of the bilinear forms B.; I k/ over all k 2 K .
Lemma 6.3. There exist h1 > 0 and γ > 0 such that the following holds: for any
k 2 K , any h 2 .0; h1], and any v 2 Sh, there exists nonzero w 2 Sh such that
B.v;wI k/  γ kvkLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/: (16)
Proof. Let k 2 K and h 2 .0; h0]. Let v 2 Sh. If v D 0, then this inequality
holds for any nonzero w 2 Sh. So we may restrict our attention to the case v 6D 0.
By Lemma 6.2, there exists nonzero g 2 Lp0.I d/ such that
hv; gi  12kvkLp.Id/kgkLp0 .I d /:
Recalling the definition of the orthogonal projector Ph from (14) and using the
remark following Lemma 6.1, we see that
w D .I − T 5h⊗hk/−1Phg
is a well-defined element of Sh. Since v 2 Sh, we clearly have
hv; .I − T 5h⊗hk/wi D hv; gi  12kvkLp.Id/kgkLp0 .I d/:
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Moreover, from Lemmas 4.2 and 6.1, we have
kwkLp0 .I d/  k.I − T 5h⊗hk/−1kLin[Lp0 .I d/]kPhgkLp0 .I d/
 2 c2kPhgkLp0 .I d /  2 p0c2kgkLp0 .I d/:
Hence




Since g and v are nonzero, this inequality implies that h.I−T5h⊗hk/v;wi is nonzero.
Since the latter is linear in w, we see that w 6D 0.
Using (9) and Lemma 4.1, we find
jhTk−5h⊗hkv;wij  kTk−5h⊗hkvkLin[Lp.Id/]kwkLin[Lp0 .I d/]
 kk − 5h⊗hkkL1.I 2d/kvkLin[Lp.Id/]kwkLin[Lp0 .I d/]
 M1hminfmC1;sgkkkWs;1.I 2d/kvkLin[Lp.Id/]kwkLin[Lp0 .I d/]
 c2M1hminfmC1;sgkvkLin[Lp.Id/]kwkLin[Lp0 .I d/]:
Hence




















we see that the desired estimate (16) holds for h 2 .0; h1].
Since the bilinear forms B.; I k/ are uniformly weakly coercive for k 2 K ,
we have Strang’s lemma:
Lemma 6.4. Suppose there exist 0 2 .0; 1] and h2 2 .0; h1] such that the follow-
ing holds: for any  2 [0; 0], any h; Nh 2 .0; h2], and any k 2 K , we have
jB.v;wI k/ − B Nh;.v;wI k/j  12γ kvkLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/ 8 v;w 2 Sh;
where γ is as in Lemma 6.3. Then there exists M2 > 0 such that the following hold
for any  2 [0; 0] and any h; Nh 2 .0; h2]:
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1. The noisy modified FEM is well-defined. That is, there exists a unique uh; Nh; 2
Sh such that
B Nh;.uh; Nh;; w/ D fh;.w/ 8 w 2 Sh:
2. Let u D S.[f; k]/. Then






jB.v;wI k/ − B Nh;.v;wI k/j
kwkLp0 .I d/
C jhf;wi − fh;.w/jkwkLp0 .I d/
!#
: (17)
We now estimate the quantities appearing on the right-hand side of (17).
Lemma 6.5. There exists M3 > 0 such that
jB.v;wI k/ − B Nh;.v;wI k/j  M3. Nh minfmC1;sg C /kvkLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/
for any positive h, Nh, and , for any k 2 K , and for any v;w 2 Sh.
Proof. Choose positive h, Nh, and , along with k 2 K and v;w 2 Sh. Then
jB.v;wI k/ − B Nh;.v;wI k/j  jA1j C jA2j; (18)
where
A1 D B.v;wI k/ − B.v;wI5 Nh⊗Nhk/ D hTk−5 Nh⊗Nhkv;wi
and
A2 D B.v;wI5 Nh⊗Nhk/ − B Nh;.v;wI k/j D h.T5 Nh⊗Nhk − TkI Nh;/v;wi:
We first estimate jA1j. Using (9) and Lemma 4.1, we find
jA1j  kTk−5 Nh⊗NhkkLin[Lp.Id/]kvkLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/
 kk − 5 Nh⊗NhkkL1.I 2d/kvkLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/
 c1M1 Nh minfmC1;sgkvkLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/:
(19)



























 kkL1.I 2d/kvkLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/:
(20)
Now for x 2 I d , define supp Nh x as
i 2 supp Nh x iff i 2 f1; : : : ; n Nhg and x is in the support of si; Nh: (21)
By construction of the basis functions for S Nh, there exists positive constants 1
and 2, independent of x, j , and Nh, such that
j supp Nh xj  1: (22)
and
ksj; NhkL1.I d/  2: (23)





k.xi; Nh; xj; Nh/ − Qki;j; jsj; Nh.y/j jsi; Nh.x/j
  sup
1jn Nh
ksj; Nhk2L1.I d/  1 22 :
Since x; y 2 I d are arbitrary, we thus have
kkL1.I 2d/  1 22 : (24)
Using this inequality in (20), we obtain
jA2j  1 22  kvkLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/:
Combining this result with (20), recalling the decomposition (18), and letting
M3 D maxfc1M1; 1 22 g;
we obtain the desired result.
Lemma 6.6. There exists M4 > 0 such that
jhf;wi − fh;.w/j  M4.hminfmC1;rg C /kwkLp0 .I d/
for any positive h and , for any f 2 BWr;p.I d/, and for any w 2 Sh.
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Proof. Choose positive h and , along with f 2 BWr;p.I d/ and w 2 Sh. Then
jhf;wi − fh;.w/j  jA3j C jA4j; (25)
where










We first estimate jA3j. Using Lemma 4.1, we have
jA3j  kf − 5hf kLp.Id /kwkLp0 .I d/  M1hminfmC1;rgkwkLp0 .I d/: (26)








































Using this inequality, along with (26), in (25), and setting
M4 D maxfM1; 12g;
the desired result follows immediately.
The final preparatory step is to prove a “shift theorem,” which relates the
smoothness of .I − Tk/−1 to the smoothnesses of f and of k.
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Lemma 6.7. Let 0  t  minfr; sg. For k 2 K and f 2 Wt;p.I d/, we have









c1 if p < 1;
c1 if p D 1:
(27)
Proof. Let k 2 K . First, we show that
kTkkLin[Lp.Id/;Ws;p.I d/]  c3; (28)
with k  kLin[Lp.Id/;Ws;p.I d/] denoting the usual operator norm. We shall prove only
the case p < 1, the case p D 1 being analogous. Let  be a multi-index of order












k@TkvkLp.Id/  kkkWs;1.I 2d/kvkLp.Id /:












from which the desired result (28) follows.
Now let f 2 Wt;p.I d/, and set u D .I − Tk/−1f . Since u D f C Tku, we get
kukWt;p.I d/  kf kWt;p.I d / C kTkukWt;p.I d/:
Now
kTkukWt;p.I d/  kTkkLin[Lp.Id/;Wt;p.I d/]kukLp.Id/
 kTkkLin[Lp.Id/;Ws;p.I d/]kukLp.Id/
 c3kukLp.Id/




k.I − Tk/−1f kWt;p.I d/  kf kLp.Id/ C c2c3kf kLp.Id/ D .1 C c2c3/kf kLp.Id/;
which establishes the desired result.
We are now ready to show that the noisy modified FEM is well-defined, as well
as to establish an upper bound on its error.
Theorem 6.1. Let the degree m of the finite element spaces Sh and S Nh be chosen
as
m D minfr; sg − 1:
Choose positive h2 and 0 such that
M3.h
s
2 C 0/  12γ: (29)
Then there exists M5 > 0 such that the following hold for h 2 .0; h1], Nh 2 .0; h2],
and  2 [0; 0]:
1. The noisy modified FEM is well-defined.
2. We have the error bound
e.h; Nh;;Nh; Nh;/  M5.hminfr;sg C Nh s C /:
Proof. Let h 2 .0; h1], Nh 2 .0; h2], and  2 [0; 0]. Using Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5,
we see that the noisy modified FEM is well defined. It only remains to establish the
error bound.





Lemmas 4.1 and 6.7, and setting
C4 D M2.1 C c2c3/;
we find
ku − 5hukLp.Id/  M1hminfr;sgkukWminfr;sg;p .I d/
 M1.1 C c2c3/hminfr;sgkf kWminfr;sg;p .I d/
 C4hminfr;sg:
(30)
Now let w 2 Sh. By the definition of c2, we find
k5hukLp.Id/  ku − 5hukLp.Id/ C kukLp.Id/
 C4hminfr;sgp C c2kf kLp.Id/  C4 C c2;
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and thus using Lemma 6.5, we find that
jB.v;wI k/ − B Nh;.v;wI k/j  M3. Nh s C /k5hukLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/
 .C4 C c2/M3. Nh s C /kwkLp0 .I d/:
(31)
Moreover using Lemma 6.6, we have
jhf;wi − fh;j  M4.hr C /kwkLp0 .I d/: (32)
Hence using (30)–(32) in Lemma 6.4, we get
ku − uh; Nh;kLp.Id/  M2
(
C4h






C4 C .C4 C c2/M3 C M4

;
we get the desired error bound.
Remark. We have a wide amount of latitude in choosing parameters h2 and 0 such






and 0 D γ4M3 :
7 The noisy modified FEM is a minimal error algorithm
Let n 2 ZC. In this section, we show how to choose the meshsizes h and Nh such
that the noisy modified FEM is an nth minimal error algorithm.
We define integer parameters l and Nl, as follows:
1. Suppose that s < 2r. In this case, we have s < 2 minfr; sg. Take
l D ns=.2 minfr;sg/ and Nl D jpn − lk :
2. Suppose that s D 2r. Take






3. Suppose that s > 2r. Take
Nl D nr=s and l D n − Nl 2:
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With these definitions for l and Nl, define
h D minfr; sg
l1=d
and Nh D minfr; sgNl 1=d :
Recalling that the degree m of our finite element spaces is given by
m D minfr; sg − 1;
we see that
nh D l and n Nh D Nl
by (13). With these choices of h and Nh, let
Nn; D Nh; Nh; and n; D h; Nh;:
That is, for any [f; k] 2 F , we have
Nn;.[f; k]/ D [Nl;.f /;NNl2;.k/];
where
Nl;.f / D Nh;.f / and NNl2;.k/ D N Nh;.k/:
Since Nn;.[f; k]/ uses Nl2 noisy evaluations of k and l of f , we have
card Nn; D Nl2 C l  n:
We now have









1. There exists n0 2 ZC such that the n; is well-defined for all n  n0 and all
 2 [0; 0].
2. There exists M6 > 0 such that
e.n;;Nn;/  M6.n− C / for n  n0 and  2 [0; 0]: (33)
3. The nth minimal radius satisfies
rn./  n− C :
4. The information Nn; is nth optimal information, and h; is an nth minimal
error algorithm.
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Proof. The first item follows from Theorem 6.1. Once we establish (33), the re-
maining items will then follow immediately from (33) and Theorem 3.1. Hence, it
remains to prove (33).
We prove (33) on a case-by-case basis. Suppose first that r < 2s. We then have
h  l−1=d  n−s=.2 minfr;sgd/ and Nh  Nl −1=d  n−1=.2d/:
Since s < 2r, we have  D s=.2d/. Hence
e.n;;Nn;/ 4 hminfr;sg C Nh s C  4 n−s=.2d/ C   n− C :
Next, suppose that r D 2s. We have
h  l−1=d  n−1=d and Nh  l−1=d  n−1=.2d/:
Since r < 2r D s, we have minfr; sg D r. Thus
e.n;;Nn;/ 4 hminfr;sg C Nh s C  4 n−r=d C n−s=.2d/ C   n− C :
Finally, suppose that r > 2s. We have
h  l−1=d  n−1=d and Nh  Nl −1=d  n−r=.ds/:
Since r < 2r < s, we have minfr; sg D r. Thus
e.n;;Nn;/ 4 hminfr;sg C Nh s C  4 n−r=d C :
But since s > 2r, we have  D r=d. Thus
e.n;;Nn;/ 4 n− C :
Hence (33) holds in all three cases.
8 Two-grid implementation of the noisy modified FEM
We have just seen that n; is an nth minimal error algorithm. Its information cost
is c./ n. Hence if we were only interested in informational complexity, then we
would have a source of optimal algorithms, see, e.g., [13, Section 4.4].
Unfortunately, the combinatory cost of this algorithm is generally much worse
than 2.n/. Indeed, for any [f; k] 2 F and any n  n0, this algorithm presents us
with a linear system .A − B/u D f. The matrix B is a full l  l matrix, where
l 
(
ns=.2 minfr;sg/ if s < 2r;
n if s  2r:
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Hence, if we were to use Gaussian elimination to solve this linear system, the





2 minfr; sg if s < 2r;
3 if s  2r:
Since  2 [ 32 ; 3], the combinatory cost is not O.n/.
Rather than using Gaussian elimination to directly solve the linear system
.A − B/u D f, we shall use a two-grid algorithm to obtain a sufficiently accurate
approximation of the solution u. This will give us a nearly optimal approximation
at nearly optimal cost.
Our approach will closely follow that of [7]. For given n, we shall define l,
Nl, h and Nh as at the beginning of Section 7. This will give us a linear system
.A − B/u D f whose solution we wish to approximate. We let n be a second inte-
ger, satisfying n D 2.n1=3/. If we were to set up the linear system corresponding
to the noisy MFEM using information of cardinality n, we would get an l  l lin-
ear system . QA − QB/ Qu D Qf. Here, l, l, h, and h are the parameters for the noisy
MFEM using information of cardinality n, as defined at the beginning of Section 7.
Before describing the two-grid method, we need to introduce some prolon-
gation and restriction operators, as described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of [7]. Let
X D Lp.I d/, Xl D .Rl; k  k‘p/, and Xl D .Rl; k  k‘p/. We define the canonical




vj sj;h 8 v D [v1 : : : vl] 2 Rl :
The canonical restriction Rh : X ! Xl is defined as
Rhw D A−1[hw; s1;hi : : : hw; sl;hi]T 8 w 2 X:
Note that Ph and Rh are uniformly bounded mappings, i.e., there exist positive
constants CP and CR such that
kPhkLin[Xl;X]  CP and kRhkLin[X;Xl]  CR 8 h > 0: (34)
Moreover
RhPh D I and PhRh D 5h: (35)
(See [7, pg. 161].)
We then define the intergrid prolongation operator p : Xl ! Xl and the inter-
grid restriction operator r : Xl ! Xl as
p D RhPh and r D RhPh:
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We will also need to use the adjoint operator p : Xl ! Xl , defined as
pv  w D v  pw 8 v 2 Xl; w 2 Xl :
We are now ready to define the two-grid iteration scheme. This is the vari-
ant TGM0 found on [7, pg. 179].
function TG.n : ZCI A; B : RllI f : Rl/ : RlI
begin
if n is sufficiently small then




for i :D 1 to 3 do
begin
Solve the linear system A Qu D f C Bu; fPicard iterationg
d :D p.A Qu − f − B Qu/; fcompute defectg
solve the system . QA − QB/δ D d; fcoarse-grid solutiong







be two-grid information of cardinality at most n. Let




Then Lun; depends on [f; k] 2 F only through the information LNn;.[f; k]/, and
so we may write Lun; D Ln;. LNn;.[f; k]//, where Ln; is an algorithm using the
information LNn; . We call Ln; the two-grid algorithm.
Our first task is to analyze the cost of the two-grid algorithm. Before doing
this, we prove the following
Lemma 8.1. Let n 2 ZC. For v 2 Rl , we can calculate Bv using at most O.n/
operations.
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Proof. Let S 2 RNll have . N|; j/ entry
 N|;j D hs N| ; Nh; sj;hi for 1  N|  Nl; 1  j  l;
and let C D [ QkN{; N|;]1N{; N|Nl. We then have B D STCS. For v 2 Rl , we calculate Bv
as follows:
1. Let a D Sv 2 RNl . Since each row of S has only O.1/ nonzero elements, this
matrix/vector multiplication can be done in at most O.l/ operations.
2. Let b D Ca 2 RNl. This is the usual multiplication of an Nl  Nl matrix by an
Nl-vector, which can be done in at most O.Nl2/ operations.
3. Let c D STb 2 Rl. Since each row of ST has only O.1/ nonzero elements,
this matrix/vector multiplication can be done in at most O.l/ operations.
Then Bv D c. Moreover, the cost of calculating z is clearly O.Nl2 C l/ D O.n/
operations, as required.
We then have
Lemma 8.2. The cost of the two-grid algorithm satisfies
cost. Ln;; LNn;/ 4 c./ n:
Proof. By construction, the information LNn; has cardinality proportional to n.
Hence the information cost of the two-grid algorithm is at most c./ n. Hence,
it remains to determine the combinatory cost.
Let [f; k] 2 F . We need to find the cost of computing TG.n; A; B; f/.
1. We first do the Picard iteration. From Lemma 8.1, evaluating Bu costs O.n/,
and hence the cost of evaluating z D f C Bu is also O.n/. Furthermore, the
bandwidth of A is bounded, independent of n, since there are no interelement
continuity requirements. Thus the cost of the Picard iteration step is O.n/
operations.
2. Next, we compute the defect. Since the number of elements in any row of A
is bounded, the cost of evaluating A Qu is O.l/ operations. By Lemma 8.1, we
can calculate B Qu in O.n/ operations. Thus we can calculate w D A Qu−f−B Qu
in O.n/ operations. It only remains to calculate pw, which can clearly be
done in O.l/ operations.
3. To calculate the coarse-grid solution, we need to solve an n  n linear
system. Since n D 2.n1=3/, we can do this in O.n/ operations.
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4. The coarse-grid correction can clearly be done in O.l/ operations.
Thus we can compute TG.n; A; B; f/ with a cost of at most O.Nl2 C l/ D O.n/
operations, as required.
Our next task is to analyze the error of the two-grid approximation. Before
doing this, we need to do a little groundwork. Write Y D Wminfr;sg;1.I d/. Let




The norm k  kYl and space Yl are defined analogously.
For future reference, we note that the linear system .A − B/u D f may be
rewritten in the form .I − K/u D g, where
K D A−1B and g D A−1f:
We will also have cause to refer to the matrix QK D QA−1 QB. We have the following
Lemma 8.3. There exist positive constants CS, CK, CB, CI, and CC, which are
independent of n, such that the following hold:
1. Stability: k.I − K/−1kLin[Xl ]  CS.
2. Discrete regularity: kKkLin[Yl ]  CK.
3. Uniform boundedness of prolongations: kpkLin[Xl ;Xl]  CB.
4. Interpolation error: kI − prkLin[Yl ;Xl]  CI.l/− minfr;sg=d .




Proof. We first prove stability. Let f D [1 : : : l]T 2 Xl and u D .I − K/−1f. Let
Mu D Phu and Mf D Phf. Then
Bh; Nh;. Mu;w/ D Mfh;.w/ 8 w 2 Sh:
Using Lemmas 6.3 and 6.5, there exists nonzero w 2 Sh such that
Bh; Nh;. Mu;w/  12γ k MukLp.Id/kwkLp0 .I d/:
Using Lemma 6.6, we easily find that






k Mf kLp.Id/: (37)
From (35), we have u D Rh Mu. Using (34), we see that
kukXl  CRk MukX: (38)
Since Mf D PljD1 jsj;h, we use the discrete Minkowski inequality to find













































j 2 suppl x iff j 2 f1; : : : ; lg and x is in the support of sj;h:
As in the proof of Lemma 6.5, there exist positive constants 1 and 2, independent
of x, j , and ‘, such that
max
1jl
ksj;hkL1.I d/  1 and j suppl xj  2:
Hence
  1 1=p
0
2 :
Using (39), we find that
k Mf kX  1 1=p
0
2 kfkXl : (40)
Let CS D 6M4CR1 1=p
0
2 =γ . Using (37), (38), and (40), we obtain
k.I − K/−1fkXl D kukXl  CSkflkX‘:
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Since f 2 Xl is arbitrary, we find that part 1 holds, as required.
We next check that discrete regularity holds. From [7, Remark 5.2.3], we find
that
K D RhTkIh; Nh;Ph: (41)
Using the definition of the norm k  kYl , we find that kRhkLin[Y;Yl] D 1, and so
kKkLin[Xl;Yl]  kRhkLin[Y;Yl]kTkIh; Nh;kLin[Y;X]kPhkLin[Xl;X]
 CP kTkIh; Nh;kLin[Y;X];
where CP is defined by (34). Now
kTkIh; Nh;kLin[Y;X]  kTkkLin[Y;X] C kTk − TkIh; Nh;kLin[Y;X]:
From (28), we have
kTkkLin[Y;X]  c3;
whereas from the proofs of Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 7.1, we find that
kTk − TkIh; Nh;kLin[Y;X] 4 Nhs C  4 n− C :
Combining the previous inequalities, we see that part 2 holds.
To prove uniform boundedness of prolongations, we use Exercise 5.3.6(a) on
[7, pg. 171], finding that part 3 holds with CB D CRCP.
Next, we establish the interpolation error. Note that since (35) holds, we have
I − pr D RhPh − RhPhRhPh D Rh.I − 5h/Ph:
Hence using Lemma 4.1, we find
kI − prkLin[Yl ;Xl]  kRhkLin[X;Xl]kI − 5hl kLin[Y;X]kPhkLin[Yl ;Y ]
 CRCPM1.h/minfr;sg 4 .l/− minfr;sg=d;
so that part 4 holds with CI D CRCPM1.
We now establish relative consistency, using a perturbation of the proof of [7,
Lemma 5.3.11]. Using (41), we have
rKp D .rRh/TkIh; Nh;.Php/ D RhTkIh; Nh;Ph D QK C RhEPh ;
where
E D TkIh;h; − TkIh; Nh;:
Hence
rK − QKr D rK.I − pr/ C RhEPhr:
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Now
krK.I − pr/kLin[Yl ;Xl]  CBCKCI.l/−:
Moreover,
kRhEPhrkLin[Yl;Xl ]  CRCPCBkEkLin[Y;X]:
Now




s C  4 (ls=d C 
the latter following from the proofs of Lemma 6.5 and Theorem 7.1. Combining
these results, we see that part 5 holds, as claimed.
Using some of the ideas found in the proofs of [7, Theorem 5.5.7 and Theo-
rem 5.6.4], we are now ready to estimate the distance between the exact solution u
of the linear system .I − K/u D f and the solution Qu D TG.n; A; B; f/ produced
by the two-grid method.
Lemma 8.4. We have
kQu − ukXl 4
(
n− C  kfkXl :
Proof. It is no loss of gereality to assume that n is sufficiently large that we do not
solve the linear system .A − B/u D f directly. Let
MTG D I − .I − QK/−1r.I − QK/K
and
c D .I − QK/−1r.I − QK/K.I − K/−1f:
Using Lemma 8.3 and [7, Theorem 5.4.3], we have
kMTGkLin[Xl]  CTG

.l/− minfr;sg=d C (l−s=d C  ;
where CTG D .CI CCBCSCC/CK. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7.1, we find
that
kMTGkLin[Xl] 4 .n/− C :
Since n D 2.n1=3/, it follows that
kMTGkLin[Xl ] 4 n−=3 C ;
It is fairly easy to check (see also [7, Theorem 5.4.3]) that Qu D Qu.3/, where
Qu.0/ D 0;
Qu.i/ D MTG Qu.i−1/ C c .1  i  3/:
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Moreover, it is also easy to see that u D MTGu C c, so that
ku − Qu.i/kXl  kMTGkLin[Xl ]ku − Qu.i−1/kXl :
Combining these results, we find
kQu − ukXl  kMTGk3Lin[Xl ]kukXl 4
(
n− C  kukXl
4
(
n− C  kfkXl ;
the latter following from part 1 of Lemma 8.3.
We are now ready to state and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 8.1. There exist positive constants M7 and M8 such that for any n 2 ZC
and  2 [0; 0], the full multigrid algorithm Ln; satisfies
e. Ln;; LNn;/  M8.n−1= C /;
with
cost. Ln;; LNn;/  M7c./ n:




and Lun; D Ln;. LNn;.[f; k]//.
By Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 8.2, it suffices to show that
kun; − Lun;kLp.Id/ 4 .n−1= C /kf kLp.Id/: (42)
Now un; D Phu, where u is the exact solution of the linear system .A − B/u D f
given by (15), and Lun; D Ph Qu, where Qu D TG.n; A; B; f/. Using (34) along with
Lemma 8.4, we obtain
kun; − Lun;kLp.Id/  CPku − QukXl 4 .n−C/kfkXl :
Hence (42) holds if
kfkXl 4 kf kLp.Id/: (43)
For i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, define
"i D hf; si;hi − fh;.si;h/:
Let
e D ["1; : : : ; "l]T
and
f D [hf; s1;hi; : : : ; hf; sl;hi]T :
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Then
kfkXl  kekXl C kfkXl :
Since
kekXl D kek‘p.Rl /  l1=p
0kek‘1.Rl /
and
j"ij 4 .n− C /kf kLp.Id/ksi;hkLp0 .I d/ 4 .n− C /l−1=p
0kf kLp.Id/;
we see that
kekXl 4 .n− C /kf kLp.Id/: (44)
On the other hand, we have Phf D 5hf , so that f D RhPhf D Rh5hf by (35).
From (35) and Lemma 4.1, we obtain
kfkXl  CRk5hf kLp.Id/  CR.1 C M1/kf kLp.Id/:
Using this inequality and (44), we obtain our desired result (43), which completes
the proof of the theorem.
9 Complexity
In this section, we determine the "-complexity of the noisy Fredholm problem. We









Our main result is
Theorem 9.1. Let " > 0. There exist positive numbers C1, C2, and C3, depending
only on the global parameters of the problem but independent of ", such that the
following hold:









2. The problem complexity is bounded from above by









The upper bound is attained by using the noisy MFEM Ln; using informa-







with C3 D M−18 from Theorem 8.1 and where  is chosen to minimize the
appropriate right hand side appearing in (45).
Proof. To prove the lower bound, suppose that  is an algorithm using noisy in-
formation N such that e.;N/  ". Then card N  n, where n must be large
enough to make rn./  ". Theorem 3.1 immediately tells us that we must choose






M−10 " − 
!1=3777 :







M−10 " − 
!1=3777 :







M−10 " − 
!1=3777 :
Finally, since  > 0 is arbitrary, we get the desired lower bound with C1 D M−10 .
To prove the upper bound, let  > 0. If (46) holds, then we may use Theo-
rem 8.1 to see that e. Ln;; LNn;/  ". Moreover, we have





M−18 " − 
!1=3777 ;
Set C2 D M7 and C3 D M−18 . Choosing  minimizing the right-hand side in these
inequalities, the desired result follows.
The lower and upper bounds in Theorem 9.1 are very tight. For an error level "






8  > 0;
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and set
g";C D inf0<<C" g";C./:
By Theorem 9.1, we see that
g";C1  comp."/  C2 g";C2:
This inequality allows us to determine the complexity for various cost functions c./.
In particular, if the cost function c./ is differentiable, then the optimal  must sat-
isfy g0";C./ D 0, i.e., we must have
− c./
c0./
D .C" − /: (47)
As a specific example, consider the cost function c./ D −t , where t > 0. We
find that for " > 0, the optimal  is
 D Ct"
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